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Relevance-driven information search in
“pseudodiagnostic” reasoning
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When faced with two competing hypotheses, people sometimes prefer to look at multiple sources of
information in support of one hypothesis rather than to establish the diagnostic value of a single
piece of information for the two hypotheses. This is termed pseudodiagnostic reasoning and has
often been understood to reﬂect, among other things, poor information search strategies. Past research
suggests that diagnostic reasoning may be more easily fostered when participants seek data to help in the
selection of one of two competing courses of action as opposed to situations where they seek data to help
infer which of two competing hypotheses is true. In the experiment reported here, we provide the ﬁrst
empirical evidence demonstrating that manipulating the relevance of the feature for which participants
initially receive information determines whether they will make a nominally diagnostic or pseudodiagnostic selection. The discussion of these ﬁndings focuses on implications for the ability to engage in
diagnostic hypothesis testing.
Keywords: Hypothesis testing; Bayesian reasoning; Pseudodiagnosticity.

A sales manager advertises a new position for a sales
assistant. After reviewing the curriculum vitae of the
candidates, she selects two promising applicants,
Ms. A. and Ms. B. The manager initially leans
towards the ﬁrst candidate, Ms. A. and discovers
that she successfully completed 70% of her sales
transactions in the last month in her previous position. The manager must now engage in inductive
reasoning: She needs to collect more information in
order to decide whether Ms. A or Ms. B. is the
best candidate for the job. A long tradition of psychological research suggests that her search for

information will be driven by a need for evidence conﬁrming the hypothesis she is entertaining. Thus, if, at
this point, the manager believes Ms. A. is the best
candidate, she may naturally seek more information
about Ms. A rather than checking Ms. B.’s sale performance. Yet, this strategy is potentially shortsighted: Ms. B. could well have outperformed
Ms. A. in terms of sales, in which case, seeking
more information about Ms. A. could be misguided
and lead to the employment of a lesser able candidate.
More generally, the diagnosticity of a datum D
for purposes of discriminating between a given
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hypothesis X (HX) and an alternative hypothesis Y
(HY) is deﬁned in terms of the ratio of the probability
that D is observed given that HX is true, P(D|HX)
and the probability that D is observed given that an
alternative hypothesis, Y, is true, P(D|HY). Hence,
diagnosticity can only be assessed from the perspective of multiple hypotheses. Psychologists have traditionally assumed that the likelihood ratio in
Bayes’s theorem was a metric of the diagnosticity
of information (e.g., Crupi, Tentori, & Lombardi,
2009; Doherty, Mynatt, Tweney, & Schiavo,
1979; Tweney, Doherty, & Kleiter, 2010).

Information search and diagnosticity
Early research examining how people gather information in order to make inferences suggested that
they did not fully appreciate that diagnosticity is
deﬁned in terms relative to at least two hypotheses,
not just one (Beyth-Marom & Fischhoff, 1983;
Doherty et al., 1979; Kern & Doherty, 1982 ;cf.
Trope & Bassok, 1982, 1983). Mynatt, Doherty,
and Dragan (1993) argued that people’s hypothesis
testing process is predominantly concerned with
gathering evidence in favour of one hypothesis,
rather than determining the diagnosticity of any
given piece of information for multiple hypotheses.
In one of their reasoning scenarios, participants
were asked to determine which of two cars, X or
Y, their “sister” purchased. They were told about
two features characterizing this car, its petrol consumption (D1: “25 miles per gallon, mpg”) and its
mechanical reliability (D2: “no major mechanical
problems in the ﬁrst two years of ownership”). In
addition, participants were given an anchoring piece
of information: “65% of car Xs do over 25 mpg”, or
P(D1|HX) = .65. Participants were then asked to

choose which of the following three pieces of statistical information would help them decide which
type of car was owned by their sister (the participants did not see the information presented here
in brackets; the labels “row”, “column”, and “diagonal” values refer to the values arranged in a 2 × 2
array with HX and HY as column headers and D1
and D2 as row headers; see Table 1).
1. The percentage of car Ys that do over 25 mpg
[P(D1|HY), row value].
2. The percentage of car Xs that have had no major
mechanical problems for the ﬁrst two years of
ownership [P(D2|HX), column value].
3. The percentage of car Ys that have had no major
mechanical problems for the ﬁrst two years of
ownership [P(D2|HY), diagonal value].
In Experiment 1 of Mynatt et al. (1993), 60% of
the participants chose to learn about the percentage
of car Xs with good mechanical reliability in order
to determine the identity of the car (the column
value), while only 26% chose to know the percentage of car Ys that did 25 mpg (the row value).
Up until recently, scholars had assumed that
selecting the row value was the only optimal strategy in this task as it allows computing a likelihood
ratio, which informs the diagnosticity of the feature
associated with the anchoring value. This choice
was therefore customarily referred to as the “diagnostic” choice. By contrast, choices to uncover the
column or the diagonal values were considered to
reﬂect poor information search strategies, since
neither value would allow one to evaluate the
diagnosticity of the anchoring feature. These
choices were consequently labelled “pseudodiagnostic” (e.g., Mynatt et al., 1993). We note that
this analysis of the task has been recently

Table 1. Information set in “pseudodiagnostic” tasks
Hypotheses
Feature
D1
D2
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HX

HY

Visible anchoring value, P(D1|HX)
Hidden column value, P(D2|HX)

Hidden row value, P(D1|HY)
Hidden diagonal value, P(D2|HY)
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challenged. Crupi et al. (2009) argued that, under
some assumptions that could be adopted by participants, nominally pseudodiagnostic information is
more useful than nominally diagnostic information.
Others, however, have since contended that this
challenge only holds when some—debatable—conditions apply, whereas the initial analysis holds
under less restrictive assumptions (Tweney et al.,
2010). We return to this recent controversy in the
Discussion. Meanwhile, we adopt a more neutral
labelling of the choices as “row”, “column”, and
“diagonal” choices.

Feature relevance and initial values in action
problems
The goal of the inferential task is another variable
that inﬂuences the degree to which people make
diagnostic search choices. Mynatt et al. (1993) distinguished between inference and action problems.
The car example discussed above, they argued, represents an inference problem. The car has already
been purchased and is owned by someone; the
goal is to determine whether it is a car X or a car
Y. In effect the problem is a categorization inference, and in principle the categorization can be
true or false. In contrast, an action problem is one
where courses of actions are evaluated and correspond to the two hypotheses of a traditionally formulated inference problem. One course of action
might be better than the other, but the decision
cannot in principle be evaluated in terms of
whether one action is true and the other false. In
a separate experimental condition, Mynatt et al.
(1993) asked participants to imagine buying a car
(emphasis added), considering car X or car Y, and
told them they were “concerned about . . . petrol
consumption and mechanical reliability” (p. 768).
Participants were then given the same anchoring
piece of information (“65% of car Xs do over 25
mpg”) and were asked to choose one among the
same three pieces of information in order to help
them decide which car to buy (see Options 1
through 3 above).
In that action problem, 52% chose the piece of
information that could determine the petrol consumption of car Ys (the row choice), and 41%

chose the piece of information that could determine
the mechanical reliability of car Xs (a column choice).
To explain the high proportion of row choices in
action problems, Mynatt et al. (1993) propose that
the choice among the three alternatives is determined
by the datum that bears more utility for each individual participant: “Precisely how many subjects will
select [the row choice] will depend on the content
of a given problem and subjects’ idiosyncratic utility
function and decision strategies” (pp. 765–766,
emphasis added). An important distinction should
be made here between the utility of the numerical
anchor, P(D|H), and the utility of knowing that the
feature, D, has been observed in relation to the
decision to be made. According to Savage’s (1954)
expected utility theory, the utility of information is
contingent on its potential to foster better decisions.
According to the classical view on pseudodiagnosticity (e.g., Mynatt et al., 1993; Tweney et al., 2010),
the numerical value uncovered with a column
choice bears zero utility for the decision since it
cannot help improving it. This does not preclude,
however, that the two features about which participants receive statistical information—D1 and D2—
may be deemed more or less useful for the decision
at hand. To avoid confusion, we refer to this
second type of utility as the feature relevance for the
decision—that is, the extent to which it is has some
bearing or importance for the decision at hand.
On this account, those who consider petrol consumption to be more relevant than mechanical
reliability for deciding which course of action
should be pursued would be motivated to establish
the petrol consumption of car Ys and hence chose
to inspect the row value. In contrast, those who
are more concerned about mechanical reliability
should seek information about car Xs’ mechanical
reliability, the column choice.
The authors, however, did not manipulate explicitly the perceived relevance of the two features characterizing each alternative (e.g., petrol consumption
and mechanical reliability in the car scenario), nor
did they seek to assess how relevant their participants believed these features to be. Moreover,
there is conﬂicting evidence showing that action
problems may not necessarily promote row
choices. Maggi, Butera, Legrenzi, and Mugny
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(1998, Experiment 1) asked participants to imagine
having to choose between two cars or two political
candidates. These authors found over 60% choices
to be column choices. There was, however, an
important methodological difference between their
task and that of Mynatt et al. (1993 ): Maggi et al.
(1998) presented participants with four possible
pieces of information to choose from for each
alternative (e.g., the car price, reliability, fuel consumption, and performance). In addition, the
authors found that people tended to prefer row
selections when the anchoring feature concerned a
characteristic they believed to be important (e.g.,
the price of a car or the competence of a political
candidate). In light of these incongruous ﬁndings,
the main goal of the present experiment was thus
to establish whether the relevance of the anchoring
feature for the decision at hand would cause individuals to make a row or column selection.
Another important difference between inference
and action problems outlined by Mynatt et al.
(1993) is the role of the initial P(D1|HX) value of
the anchoring feature. According to the authors,
in inference problems this initial value could be a
cue to the truth value of HX and, as such, dictate
participants’ information search. By contrast, the
authors predicted and found that this initial value
would not affect choices in action problems since,
in those situations, information search would
solely be determined by the relevance of the
anchoring feature D1. The authors, however,
tested this prediction by comparing relatively
narrow values, hovering modestly below and
above the 50% mark (viz. 35% vs. 65%). It is therefore reasonable to assume that participants who
believed, for example, that petrol consumption
was the most important attribute for a new car
would always wonder if car Ys outperformed car
Xs, even upon learning that 65% of car Xs did
over 25 mpg. However, this does not necessarily
imply that participants’ information search strategy
will never be affected by the P(D1|HX) value in
action problems. It is not implausible to expect,
for example, that participants may no longer seek
to uncover the row value when told that 95% of
car Xs do over 25 mpg. In this case, the P(D1|
HX) value could be deemed a sufﬁcient cue to the
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superiority of HX. Consequently, under such circumstances, participants might then be more interested in learning more about car Xs than in ﬁnding
out whether car Ys outperform car Xs. A secondary
goal of the present experiment was therefore to test
whether an increase in column choices would be
observed when the P(D1|HX) value is deemed satisfactory in action problems.

The present experiment
Mynatt et al.’s (1993) account suggests that information search in action problems will be driven
by relevance considerations. Accordingly, when
the ﬁrst or anchoring feature given is deemed less
relevant than the second feature, column choices
should be observed. This is because participants
would be more interested in determining the
value of the more important feature for the focal
hypothesis HX, in this instance the nonfocal
feature, D2. If, however, the anchoring feature is
deemed highly relevant to determine whether the
focal hypothesis should be favoured, a higher proportion of row choices should be observed, reﬂecting the participants’ motivation to receive statistical
information about this feature for the alternative
hypothesis. Moreover, if information search is
driven by relevance considerations, the P(D1|HX)
value should only inﬂuence the rate of row choices
when D1 refers to a high-relevance feature.

Method
Participants
Participants were recruited by third-year psychology students at the University of Toulouse,
France, as a course requirement. Each student
made a list of several men and women who were
older than 18 years and not studying psychology,
randomly drew one man and one woman from
his or her list, and asked them to take part in a
general survey, which included the present study.
Of the 1,040 participants in the ﬁnal sample (520
men, 520 women; mean age = 31.37 years, SD =
13.24), 11% had completed graduate school, 53%
had an undergraduate education, 20% had graduated from high school only, and the remaining
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16% had not graduated from high school. The
sample included a large proportion of students
(40%), but also working professionals (51%) and
retired or unemployed individuals (8%). The
survey was conducted in French.
Design and procedure
The “pseudodiagnostic” task was part of a six-page
survey and was embedded among a number of
different tasks and questionnaires. The present
experiment used a 2 × 2 between-subjects design.
The independent variables were the relevance of
the anchoring feature given (high or low) and its
numerical value (high or low). Participants were
randomly allocated to one of the resulting four conditions. The reasoning task was presented on page 3
of the survey and was described as follows (see the
Appendix): Participants were asked to imagine a
high-school student seeking to know more about
two possible high schools to attend, high school X
and high school Y. This student was said to look
for a high school, which offers social and cultural
events as well as a solid education since he would
like to gain access to a top university. Participants
were then told the student enquired about both
high schools and found one piece of statistical information about high school X. Half the participants
were then given a piece of statistical information
about the number of parties organized by high
school X while the remaining participants were
told about the percentage of students graduating
from high school X who gained access to a top university. Within each condition, the piece of statistical information was characterized by either a low
value (one party organized every month; 20%
accessed a top university) or a high value (one
party organized every week; 80% accessed a top university). Following the presentation of this ﬁrst
piece of information, participants were asked to
select among three additional pieces of statistical
information the student should consult before
making a choice, assuming the student could only
have access to only one additional piece of information: (a) They could advise the student to
consult the value of the same piece of information
concerning high school Y (the row choice); (b)
they could advise consulting the value of the

alternative piece of information for high school X
(i.e., consulting the frequency of parties if told
about access rates or consulting access rates if told
about parties—the column choice); and (c) they
could advise consulting the value of the alternative
piece of information for high school Y (a diagonal
choice). The order of the three choice options was
constant across all four experimental conditions.
On page 5 of the survey, after completing an
intermediary task, participants were asked to consider the high-school student task again and rate
the importance of (a) parties organized by a high
school that aims to prepare students to gain
entrance to a top university and (b) gaining entrance
to a top university upon leaving high school. Both
ratings were recorded on an 8-point scale ranging
from 1 (absolutely not important) to 8 (extremely
important).

Results
Importance ratings
Before analysing row choices, we conducted
manipulation checks on the importance ratings to
verify that participants did believe that gaining
entrance to a top university (TU) was more important than the number of parties (P) they could
attend. Participants gave higher ratings to gaining
entrance to a top university than to the number of
parties organized by the high school in the low
(MTU = 6.88 vs. MP = 3.95) and high anchor
value condition (MTU = 6.84 vs. MP = 3.71) when
D1 concerned parties. The same pattern in the
low (MTU = 6.74 vs. MP = 3.85) and high anchor
value condition (MTU = 6.59 vs. MP = 3.99) was
observed when D1 concerned access to a top university. In a 2 (feature relevance) × 2 (low or high
anchor value) × 2 (importance of parties vs. entry
to a top university) mixed analysis of variance
(ANOVA), the main effect of the feature relevance
was not signiﬁcant, F , 1, nor was the main effect
of the anchor value, F(1, 1036) = 1.1. However,
the importance ratings of being admitted to a top
university were signiﬁcantly higher than the
ratings of the number of parties held during the
year, F(1, 1036) = 1,406, MSE = 3.08, p , .001,
η2p = .58. Finally, none of the interactions were
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signiﬁcant, largest nonreliable F(1, 1036) = 3.32.
These results thus establish that participants considered that being admitted to a top university was
a more important feature of a high school than
the number of parties. Next, we examine whether
information search strategy will vary as a function
of the importance of the feature associated with
the anchoring value.
Choice preferences
The frequency of row, column, and diagonal
choices in the four experimental conditions are
plotted as percentages in Figure 1. A number of
patterns characterized these data. First, the
number of row choices was very high in the scenarios with the high-relevance anchoring feature
(D1 = access to top university) but very low in the
scenarios with the low-relevance anchoring
feature (D1 = number of parties). Second, within
the scenarios using the low-relevance feature, variations in the anchor value of P(D|HX) appeared to
have had no impact on the choice frequencies of the
row and column options. In turn, the percentage of
column choices increased from 9% to 20% when D1
concerned access to a top university, and P(D|HX)
equalled .8. Finally, the frequency of diagonal
choices was higher in the scenarios when the

number of parties anchored the focal hypothesis
than when access to a top university did (in the
latter the percentage of participants who switched
did not exceed 2%).
The choice frequencies were modelled using a
three-way model selection log–linear analysis. The
fully saturated model (including all one-way and
two-way effects, as well as the three-way interaction)
was retained since deleting the three-way interaction
term from the model led to a signiﬁcantly lower
goodness-of-ﬁt index, Δdf = 2, ΔG 2 = 12.21,
Δp = .002. The signiﬁcant parameters that describe
the ﬁnal model, as determined by the log–linear
analysis, are presented in Table 2.
Separate chi-square tests were conducted to
further explore the three-way interaction. First
the frequency of row choices in the parties versus
entrance to top university scenarios were compared:
There were signiﬁcantly more row choices with the
scenarios with the high-relevance feature than with
the scenarios with the low-relevance feature, χ2(3,
N = 961) = 465, p , .001. Second, the frequency
of the different choices within the scenarios using
number of parties as the anchoring feature was
analysed: These frequencies did not signiﬁcantly
differ as a function of the number of parties, χ2(2,
N = 516) = 1.56, p . .05. Third, a similar analysis

Figure 1. Percentage of participants making a row, column, or diagonal choice for the scenarios using a high-relevance anchoring feature
(proportion gaining entrance to a top university) and for the scenarios using a low-relevance anchoring feature (number of parties a year).
Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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Table 2. Log–linear parameter estimates and values for choice, relevance, and anchor
Effect

Z

Coefﬁcient

Choice × Relevance × Anchor

Choice = row

–0.200

–2.434*

Choice × Relevance

Choice = row
Choice = column

1.261
–0.469

15.369***
–5.677***

Choice

Choice = row
Choice = column

0.702
0.627

8.557***
7.589***

–0.352

–4.801***

Relevance

Note: Saturated model. Choice: 1 = row, 2 = column, 3 = diagonal. Relevance: 1 = high, 2 = low. Anchor: 1 = high, 2 = low.
*p , .05. ***p , .001.

was conducted within scenarios using access to a
top university as the anchoring feature: Choice frequencies varied signiﬁcantly as a function of the
anchor value of P(D|HX), χ2(1, N = 524) = 14.0,
p , .002. Participants were more likely to choose
to know the number of parties held at high
school X if 80% of its students were admitted to a
top university.
Individual differences
If information search is driven by idiosyncratic judgements of the relevance of the anchoring feature,
then those who made row choices should also

believe that D1 is more important than do those
who made column choices. Similarly, reasoners
who made a row choice should also believe that D2
is less important than do those who made a column
choice. The importance ratings as a function of selection type (row vs. column) and anchoring feature (top
university vs. parties) are presented in Figure 2. As
predicted by such a relevance-driven search hypothesis, those who made a row choice when the anchoring feature was concerned with entry to a top
university appeared more convinced that university
was important and less convinced that parties was
important than did those who made a column

Figure 2. Mean ratings of the importance of gaining entrance to a top university and the parties thrown annually as a function of selection type
(row, column) and of the anchoring feature (D1: top university or parties). Error bars represent 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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choice. When the anchoring feature was the number
of parties organized by the high schools, the pattern
of ratings appeared to be reversed: Those comparing
P(D1|HX) and P(D1|HY) tended to believe that top
university access was less important and parties was
more important than those who made a column
choice, although the differences seemed less pronounced. A 2 (anchoring feature) × 2 (feature
importance) × 2 (choice) mixed ANOVA supported these observations. The main effect of the
feature importance was signiﬁcant, F(1, 957) =
547.91, MSE = 3.04, p , .001, η2p = .36, as well as
the main effect of choice, F(1, 957) = 4.85,
MSE = 2.39, p = .03, η2p = .01. The main effect of
anchoring feature, however, was not signiﬁcant,
F , 1. The three-way interaction between choice,
anchoring feature, and feature importance was signiﬁcant, F(1, 957) = 15.01, p , .001, η2p = .02. To
further analyse this interaction, we conducted four
follow-up t tests with Bonferroni corrections for
multiple comparisons. These tests revealed that,
when they were presented with the top university
anchoring feature, participants who made a column
choice did perceive parties as more important than
those who made a row choice, t(515) = –5.19,
p , .001. Although the means were in the expected
direction, the difference in ratings for the importance
of the top university feature did not reach statistical
signiﬁcance, t(95.87) = 1.69, p = .10 (corrected df
for unequal variances). Neither of the corresponding
comparisons when parties was the anchoring feature
reached statistical signiﬁcance, t(89.19) = 0.31,
p = .76 for the importance of parties and t
(442) = –0.08, p = .43 for the importance of
getting access to a top university.

Discussion
The experiment reported here explored conditions
under which so-called row selections— namely,
comparing the probability of obtaining different
data under one single hypothesis—would occur in
“pseudodiagnosticity” tasks. The sample was large
and more representative of the broader population
than a traditional sample of university undergraduates. The data provided strong support for the
hypothesis that the relevance of the anchoring
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feature encouraged individuals to make a row or
column selection.
Gaining entrance to a top university was invariantly and signiﬁcantly rated as more important
than the number of parties organized by that
school, across all four experimental conditions. In
turn, determining which of the two alternatives proposed was best (viz. which high school to enrol in)
was driven by a consideration of the high-relevance
feature, not by a consideration of the low-relevance
feature. Thus, in the two experimental conditions
presenting the low-relevance feature as an anchor
(viz., the number of parties organized yearly by the
school), participants were still primarily interested
in determining the proportion of students entering
a top university. A large and signiﬁcant majority
opted for information on that latter feature, resulting in very high levels of column choices (about
72%), independently of the numerical value of this
anchoring feature. Conversely, participants were
strongly driven to consider the diagnosticity of the
statistical value associated with the anchoring
feature for multiple hypotheses when this feature
was important. Speciﬁcally, when the percentage
of students at high school X gaining entry to a top
university was .20, 90% of the choices were row
choices, a ﬁgure we believe is the highest rate of
such choices in any reported experiments on “pseudodiagnostic” reasoning.
Note that while the order of the three choice types
(row, column, diagonal) remained constant in all
experimental conditions, a mindless “pick-theﬁrst-option” strategy cannot explain the pattern of
results given the effect size of the reversal in preferences (whereas 373 out of 516 participants chose
the ﬁrst option with the low-relevance anchoring
feature, 440 out of 524 chose the second option
with the high-relevance feature). Rather, the data
suggest that the relative importance attributed to
the two features presented strongly determined the
choice preferences, not the order of the alternatives
presented to participants.
Choice preferences elicited by the high-relevance
anchoring feature also varied as a function of the
initial numerical value presented. Contrary to
Mynatt et al.’s (1993) conclusions, the initial value
of P(D1|HX) can impact data selection in action
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problems: When the high-relevance feature speciﬁed a high proportion of students enrolling in a
top university, some of our participants became
interested in determining the number of parties
held at high school X. In this condition, the row
choice was still the dominant response (78%) but
the number of column choices more than doubled
to 20%. In turn, when the relevance of the anchoring feature was low (e.g., the frequency of highschool parties), participants’ choices were no
longer affected by the initial value associated with
the anchoring feature.
Dual-process theory
Our ﬁndings raise interesting issues for a dualprocess theoretical account of information selection
as proposed by Evans, Venn, and Feeney (2002) to
explain patterns of information selection in inference problems. According to the heuristic–analytic
theory of reasoning (Evans, 2006), reasoning tasks
are initially processed heuristically through a preconscious pragmatic analysis, which will highlight
relevant features and introduce relevant prior
knowledge. Such heuristic processing is assumed
to give rise to a selective representation, which
may exclude logically relevant information or
include logically irrelevant information. These representations may in turn highlight default responses,
which may or may not be inhibited or altered in a
second stage of processing, when the task is consciously and rationally analysed.
Akin to what we observed, Evans et al. (2002,
Experiment 1) found that manipulating the perceived importance of the evidence had an effect
on information selection. However, their ﬁndings
showed that such a relevance manipulation was
not sufﬁcient to increase the prevalence of row
selections. Instead, their manipulation resulted in
an increasing number of participants switching
their focus on both the alternative hypothesis and
the alternative feature (the so-called “diagonal”
selection) as the value of P(D1|HX) decreased.
The authors argued that the increase in diagonal
selections reﬂected their participants’ dismissal of
HX as the true hypothesis when the value P(D1|
HX) was lower than expected. As a result, participants favoured hypothesis HY, assumed that the

P(D1|HY) value would be in line with their expectations, and sought to conﬁrm that HY was the
appropriate choice by switching to P(D2|HY).
The data obtained in the present experiment
suggest that similar processes may take place with
action problems. Indeed, a diagonal choice was
about 10 times more likely when the relevance of
the anchoring feature was low (i.e., describing the
proportion of school parties) than when it was relevant (i.e., describing the admission rates to a top
university), independently of the numerical value
associated with the anchoring feature. This
suggests that when the P(D1|HX) anchor value
was related to an irrelevant feature D1, (some) participants also inferred that HX was inappropriate
and therefore sought information about the alternative HY on the relevant feature D2 by making a
switching selection.
As their manipulation of expectations did not
lead to an increase in row data selection, Evans
et al. (2002) concluded: “In accordance with the
dual process theory, producing normatively rational
diagnostic reasoning on the standard [pseudodiagnostic] task will require us to inﬂuence the explicit
reasoning system” (p. 40). By contrast, Feeney,
Evans, and Venn (2008) showed that simply offering anchoring statistical information about a rare
feature was enough to increase the rate of row
choices. Our results corroborate and extend Feeney
et al.’s ﬁndings and therefore also contrast with
Evans et al.’s (2002) assumption by demonstrating
that, once the relevance constraint is satisﬁed, reasoners can engage in diagnostic reasoning comparing
values associated with a unique feature across
alternative hypotheses even in the absence of explicit
instructions to consider the alternative option.
Indeed, when D1 was relevant, a large majority of
participants chose to make row selections.
Unlike Evans et al. (2002) and Feeney et al.
(2008), however, the high-school scenario used in
our experiment was framed as an action problem
rather than an inference problem. In addition, our
manipulation of feature relevance called upon individuals’ personal prior beliefs (i.e., the belief that
admission rates to a top university are a more relevant feature than the frequency of parties for
choosing a school). By contrast, Evans et al.’s
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(2002, Experiment 1; see also Feeney et al., 2008,
Experiment 3) manipulated expectations about
the P(Di|Hj) values by telling their participants
that both D1 and D2 features were important for
the protagonist in their cover story. Thus, future
research will need to establish whether manipulating the relative relevance of D1 and D2 through
experimental manipulations will elicit high rates
of row choices in action problems without explicit
instructions to consider the alternative hypothesis.
Our data also suggest that individual perceptions
of the relative relevance of both D1 and D2 may
actually determine whether a row or a column
choice will be preferred. Thus, when provided
with information about success rates for gaining
access to a top university, the few participants
who made a column choice—and hence selected
the P(parties|HX) information—also believed that
parties were more important than did those who
chose to inspect P(top uni|HY). This was the
only comparison that reached statistical level of signiﬁcance, although relevance ratings were always in
line with predictions based on a relevance-driven
search account. This somewhat limited ﬁnding,
however, could be attributed to the large effect of
feature relevance on the patterns of choice, which
may have limited the statistical power of the tests
performed because of the resulting unequal cell
sizes for the row and column choices. Future
research could further explore this ﬁnding by
using two features that differ in perceived relevance
but where the consensus on which is the most relevant is not so clear-cut. For example, when deciding which lawn mower to purchase, men may be
more interested in getting a sturdy machine
whereas women might prefer a lightweight one.
Presenting information about these two features
should lead to reverse patterns of choice depending
on participants’ gender and anchoring feature.
Finally, a caveat. The two features employed in
this study (rate of access to university and number
of parties) were represented on very different scales.
However, it is not clear how this difference might
have inﬂuenced the results beyond the patterns
observed and predicted from the relevance-driven
information search hypothesis. Of course, some participants might have translated party frequencies as a
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rate over Fridays in a given focal set (a year, or a
school year). Certainly, future research efforts may
explore more systematically whether the scales that
deﬁne the statistical information presented to participants inﬂuence choice preferences.
The normative status of choice preferences
The traditional normative analysis of choice selection (e.g., Doherty et al., 1979) in the pseudodiagnosticity paradigm has been the subject of much
debate recently. Crupi et al. (2009) analysed information choices in terms of expected gains in epistemic utilities and showed that choosing the column
value when the anchoring value is greater than
50% can be considered as a strategy that maximizes
a Bayesian truth-seeking agent’s epistemic utility,
provided that some conditions apply. One of those
conditions is that those rational agents apply
Keynes’ (1921) principle of indifference, which prescribes uniform distributions over sets of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive events. Crupi et al.
(2009) present this principle as “a celebrated epistemological principle . . . advocated in various
guises by chief Bayesian theorists such as Keynes
(1921)” (p. 975). This may have been true then,
but this principle is no longer widely accepted as a
normative benchmark. Rather, it is known to yield
a number of unsolvable paradoxes with “alarming
ease” (Howson & Urbach, 1993, p. 59). For
instance, the “wine–water paradox” (Gillies, 2000,
p. 38) shows how applying the principle of indifference leads to assigning different probabilities to the
same events, depending on how they are described.
In fact, since the publication of the Ramsey–
De Finetti theorem (Howson & Urbach, 1991),
modern Bayesian theorists have overcome these
inconsistencies by considering that the principle
of indifference was simply unnecessary: Those theorists assume instead that there are no unique a
priori
“rational
beliefs”
(Gillies,
2000).
Accordingly, and contrary to what Crupi et al.
(2009) posited, rational agents’ distributions of
the hidden values in pseudodiagnostic tasks ought
not to be uniformly distributed, as long as those
probabilities are coherently distributed—that is, in
a way that satisﬁes the mathematical calculus of
probability.
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Yet, once the condition for uniform distribution
is forsaken, it is not clear that Crupi et al.’s (2009)
account provides a deﬁnitive normative account of
optimal information selections in so-called “pseudodiagnostic” tasks. In fact, Tweney et al. (2010)
demonstrated that by simply assuming that
unknown values belong to the [0, 1] interval,
without positing any constraint on their distribution, the only value that will allow the computation of a precise estimate for P(HX) upon
observing D1 is the row value. The column value,
contrastingly, will only allow one to compute a
vague estimate, in the form of an interval of possible
values for P(HX), which is larger than the interval
one can compute based on the anchoring value
alone. By this analysis, choosing to uncover the
diagonal value leads to the vaguest estimate of all
—namely, the conclusion that P(HX) ∈ [0, 1].
These authors thus concluded that the only rational
choice in those tasks was therefore to uncover the
row value, as originally argued.
While we believe that these issues are important,
the empirical contribution of the present study was
not designed to address this debate: The data
reported do not provide evidence to support the
selection of a normative analysis rather than
another to gauge the value of information selection,
nor is our experiment predicated on one particular
normative model. This paper focuses on the
factors that determine choice preference: The relevance of the anchoring feature determined to a
very substantial degree whether participants chose
to learn more about the column value, P(D2|HX),
or the row value, P(D1|HY).

Conclusion: Rationality and motivated
hypothesis testing
So-called “pseudodiagnostic” information selection
is a phenomenon that has been well established.
Nonetheless, in a number of experiments, diagnostic reasoning has also been observed, certainly in the
action problems of Mynatt et al. (1993), but also in
inference problems: For example, over 50% of the
information selection choices in Evans et al.’s
(2002) ﬁrst experiment were row choices. Yet,
such “optimal” behaviour—if one accepts Tweney

et al.’s (2010) normative analysis of these tasks—
is commonly overlooked or underemphasized.
The focus on documenting errors in thinking
shifts attention away from efforts aimed at understanding the inferential contexts where people
make their information selection choices. Casting
rationality in terms of an agent’s motivation has
been productively applied to work on the selection
task (Evans & Over, 1996; Evans, Over, &
Manktelow, 1993) and the 2–4–6 task (ValléeTourangeau & Payton, 2008). The present research
suggests that stripping pragmatic considerations
from scenarios used to study information selection
may have created a misleading picture. Rather
than being poor, irrational selectors of information,
people adapt their information selection strategies
to both their goal and their environment.
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APPENDIX

Imagine an adolescent who is choosing a prep course to prepare
for the entrance exams of higher education establishments. He
can choose from two senior high schools: high school X and
high school Y. He is looking for a school that offers social
and cultural activities as well as a solid education. Upon completion, he would like to gain entrance to a top university. He
sought information about both high schools and noted that
high school X organizes a party once a month on a Friday
evening (and organizes 10 parties altogether during the school
year).
Imagine that he can obtain only one other piece of information before making his choice. In your opinion, which
additional piece of information should he select before deciding
to enrol in one of the two high schools? (Only check one of the
boxes.)

The high-school scenario in the low-relevance anchor (number of
parties) and low anchor value (one party a month) experimental
condition read as follows (followed by the English translation):
Imaginez qu’un lycéen envisage de s’inscrire à une classe
préparatoire aux grandes écoles. Il a le choix entre deux lycées:
Le lycée X et le lycée Y. Il recherche un lycée qui offre des animations culturelles et sociales ainsi qu’une formation solide; à terme,
il aimerait intégrer une grande école. Il s’est renseigné sur chacun
des lycées et a remarqué que le lycée X organise une soirée le dernier
vendredi de chaque mois (et 10 au total durant l’année scolaire).
Imaginons qu’il puisse recueillir une seule autre information
avant de faire son choix. A votre avis, de quelle information
supplémentaire devrait-il prendre connaissance aﬁn de décider
dans quel lycée s’inscrire? (Veuillez cocher une seule case.)
.
.
.

Le nombre de soirées organisées par le lycée Y chaque année.
Le pourcentage des étudiants en classe préparatoire au lycée X
qui ont réussi à intégrer une grande école.
Le pourcentage des étudiants en classe préparatoire au lycée Y
qui ont réussi à intégrer une grande école.
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.
.
.

The number of parties organized by high school Y during the
school year.
The percentage of students graduating from high school X
who gained entrance to a top university.
The percentage of students graduating from high school Y
who gained entrance to top university.
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